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Unite the Union celebrates
Black History Month by recognising,
remembering and learning from past
and present struggles of Black and
Asian ethnic minority workers

History of boycott and changes in race relations
with the passing of Roy Hackett, member of then TGWU now Unite, on August 19 2022
reminded us of BAEM workers’ struggles inside the trade union and labour movement.
It also reasserted the vital importance of educating the movement to organise and
support BAEM members.
In April 1963 when Roy Hackett, Owen Henry, Audley Evans, Prince Brown, Guy Bailey
and Clifford Drummond saw that Black and Asian workers including Ena, Roy’s wife,
were refused jobs to become drivers or conductors at Bristol Omnibus Company they
decided to lead a campaign against this injustice with the help of Paul Stephenson.
They took on the Bristol Omnibus Company
on their colour bar rule. This significant
event drew national attention to racial
discrimination in 1963 Britain where the
colour bar was operated in employment
and housing. Violent attacks on immigrants
led to race riots as this was the time of
anti-immigration hysteria and Enoch
Powell’s “Rivers of Blood” speech.
Finally, in August 28 1963, after 4 months
of campaigning and the public boycotting
of buses the Bristol Omnibus Company
succumbed and lifted the colour bar.
In September 17 1963, Bristol had its first BAEM bus conductor, Raghbir Singh, who
in 1964 was joined by Norman Samuels - the first black person allowed to drive a
bus in Bristol - Norris Edwards, Mohammed Raschid and Abbas Ali. Only five non-white
staff members.
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This and BAEM workers’ struggles before
it, influenced the passing of the Race
Relations Act 1965 by the Labour
government making racial discrimination
unlawful in public places followed by the
1968 Act that extended the provisions
to housing and employment.
Decades of Black and Asian workers’
struggles have made our movement less
divided so we must continue to challenge
Britain's post-colonial legacy, the root
cause of race discrimination, through
organising and collective bargaining
for equality.
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